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New Administrator Sought
· For Dept. of Public Safety
By Scott Williams

"There a re some weaknesses
in the program. This is why we
are trying to do something about
it. ..
That's how U.N. I. President
Rona ld Williams describes the
Public Safety Department ·s recent a nno unceme nt tha t a
Coordinator is being added to
the payrool.
Until now. one of the dut ies of
Lt . F rancis Flood. Chief · of
Public Safety. was to report to
Brendan O·Leary. Di rector of
Physica l Facilities. O· Leary in
t urn r e po rt s t o Wi ll ia m
Lienemann . Vice President in
charge of Administrative Affairs. who then consults the
other Vice P resi dents. and
President Ronald Williams.
Thro ugh this chain of command . Lieutenant Flood was
asked to define his goals. and request needed funds for his department. According to Bonnie
Hartma n. Physical Facilities
business manager and assistant
to O'Lea ry. "Each director of
each a rea comes to Brendan
with requests of short -term and
long-ra nge goals . objectives
they'd like to meet. and the funding they require to meet those
goals. Brendan then decides. in
priority order . which is more
important. "
The reason fo r the hiring of a
Coordinator for the Public Safety Department is that Flood has
not been exercising his depart-

ment's equal representation to
it's fulles t extent. The Department of Physical Facilities also
includes Grounds. J anitorial.
Ut ilit ies. and Maintainence
Departments. Director O'Leary
meets we e kl y wi th the
supervisors of all of these departments to discuss any problems. suggestions. or requests
that they have. O' Leary also
meets weekly with Vice President William Lienemann to discuss his department areas and
the opinions of the supervisors.
Flood apparently has shown a
weakness in this aspect of his
job.
" We would not be seeking a
new administrative physician if
we fe lt that the t Public Safety l
department was being adequately represented.·· says Bonnie
Hartman.
· Thus. the Physical Facilities
Department is in search of a
new administrator for Public
Safety. "We have a Search and
Screen committee to pick a new
coordinator who's going to run
that department. .. says Director
Brendan O'Leary. " That person
will have the responsibility of
bringing us up to date ...
The Coordinator of Public
Safety is indeed going to have a
difficult job to tackle. The
responsibility of neutralizing
Northeastern·s rising crime rate
lies on his or her shoulders. In
addition to the department's
crime-prevention program. the

Coordinator will have to begin
some concrete 'effort to control
campus crime. As Director
O'Leary stated. " We need someone with the expertise to pinpoint those deficiencies in the
department. I'm not happy with
the way the department is running. I want to upgrade it. I
want to bring it up so that we
take care of problems that are
rising .
Flood has been with the Public
Safe ty Department since it's
origin in 1967. Although he will
now have a superior officer.
Flood will not lose his title. nor
will he receive a salary cut. according to Bonnie Hartman.
" Flood will remain Chief of
Security as long as• he would like
to remain . His duties will be
modified to some extent. in that
he will no longer have any administrative responsibilities. He
will report to the new
coordinator ...
President Ronald Williams
says he hopes that the new
coordinator will " bring about a
closer articulation of some of
the security operations with
some of the academic and inner
functions of the university. and
some of the concerns that have
been raised by various groups ...
O·Leary hopes to have the new
position of Publi o-. Safety
Coordinator filled by November
I.

Various Opinions Surround
Campus Crime Rate
In 1976. the U.N.I. Public
Safety Department received 71
reports of personal property
thefts . In 1978. that figure soared
to 97 reported thefts. In 1976.
there were 43 reported cases of
vandalism on campus. and in
1978 that figure increased to 48.
When taking into consideration
the amount of crime tha~ goes
virtuall y unreported . /these
figures could double.
The rising statistics are
alarming and frightening to the
average Northeastern student.
Various opinions surround the
rising crime rate at U.N.I .
Sgt. Jack Baker of Public
Safety says. " Fifteen men. even
if they' re all here at the same
time. cannot adequately police
64 acres of highly concentrated
population. There's just no way
they_can police it. They cannot
be everywhere at the same
time."
At the suggestion of additional
police officers on campus.
U. N . I . Presi d ent - Ronald
Wil lia ms replied. " I think it 's a
little more involved that that.
You can't have a policeman at
every step of the way in the university .I'm not sure that's the
way to go about it. Nor is that
the kind of atmosphere that we
would want to create on campus.
I think we'll know better when
we get some information that

maybe this new coordinator will
bring us ...
When asked about increasing
the Public Safety staff. Brendan
O·Lear y . Director of the
Physical Facilities Department
said. " It ·would be kind of silly
for me to sit here and tell you
more people isn't going to help
or more people will help. That's
why we 're bringing this person
ta Public Safety Coordinator) in
here - to give_us those answers ...
Lieutenannt Francis Flood.
who is a retired Lieutenant of
the Evanston Police Department. and Chief of U.N.I. Public
Safety attributes Northeastern ·s

rising crime rate to " a natural
increase of crime in the
metroplitan area ...
Hopefully. the new Coordiantor of Public Safety will devise a
successful plan for alleviating
the increasing rate of on-campus
crime. But in my opinion. he or
she must first make a serious effort to reopen the ·lines of communication within the university. A lack of communication
became painfully evident when
the President of the University
was unable to. upon request.
identify the Chief of Public Safety at U.N.I.

President Williams

Lt. Flood

Jack Baker: Student
Turned Cop
By Scott Williams

In 1967. John Baker was
seventeen years old. a freshman
at Northeastern. and. like many
of his peers. uncertain about his
future. It is the dream of every
young boy. at one time or
another. to be a policeman. But
John Baker had no intention of
going into police work .
As a declared English major.
young.Baker had a difficult time
in school. With poor grades and
a questionable future. he decided to leave U.N.I. • His life
took an unusual turn when he
joined a circus. and eventually
became a clown.
However. at the age of 19.
John was drafted into the army.
He served three years as a
military police officer. which he
says was his only alternative to
paratrooping. After reaching
the rank of a Sargent. John was
issued his discharge in 1973.
Prompted by his past experience in the circus. Baker returned to Northeastern at the
age of 23 to major in Speech and
Performing Arts.
Still a student. at 25 John
became a student-aide with
Northeastern·s Security Department in an effort to help finance
his education. But when John
became a full-time police officer
with the Security Department in
December of 1975. he left school
for good.
Thus. we have a U.N.I. Speech
and Performing Arts major who
becomes a U.N.I. Police Officer.
But John Baker ·known to his
fellow officers as Jack' says that
is not such an ironic twist.
" A policeman has to be an actor. You come to work with a
headache. your feet hurt. you're
a ngr y at the world. a nd
somebody comes up to you with
something like. ·1 locked my
keys in my car. What do I do ?'
You can't jump down their
throats. You have to be fair and
impa rtial and. a lot of times.
you really have to act. ..
For the past two years.
Sargent Jack Baker has attended t raining seminars at the
Nationa l Cri me Prevention
Institute located in Louisville.
Kentucky. After four years on
the Security Department ( now
known as the Public Safety
Dept. l. he has been given a

·second title. Baker has' be <:9me
the Crime Prevent i on
Coordinator of Northeastern.
With the rising rate of oncampus crime. Sgt. Baker has
begun a very serious and enthusiastic attempt to make
Northeastern students crimeprevention conscious.
"I've stolen hundreds of books
myself." he explains. " I just
stand by the megaphorm with a ·
cup of coffee and a cigarette. I
wait for a student to come by.
pop their books down. and go off
in the washroom. Then I pick
. up their books. and I wait until
the kid comes back. When he
comes back I say 'Are you looking for something?' He says
"Yeah. did you see anybody
take my books? " And I · say
"Yeah. here they are." Then I
give him a little talk. I've never
cauught the same person twice."
Sgt. Baker adds that students
have to realize that there is
rime within the university. "We
have professional th theives that
work here and do nothing but
steal books. It's a misdemeanor
theft. it's a minor crime. and
everybody sneezes at it except
us. I've had people cry on my
desk that they have to drop out
of school because they can't afford the books."
Of course. Sgt. Baker also assumes the regular duties of a university police officer. The job
of the Public Safety Dept. includes not only the physical
security of the buildings. but
also the upolding of the law.
Like any Chicago Police Officer.
the U. N. I. Public Safet y
Patrolman has to endure a great
deal of stress and pressure on a
daily basis.
" You have to keep in total
control of your emotions at all
times... Sgt. Baker explains .
.. You can't take it personally
when people come into your office . and they've been ripped off.
and they're hurting . It tends to
depress you. but you can't really
get too involved. You have to
form a shell . You can't let it .get
to you. or else it'll eat you up ...
But right now. Baker's main
objective is to get the students
and faculty of Northeastern involved in . crtme-prevention.
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Forum Held on

Fee

At the PRINT-sponsored October 2 Forum entitled "The
Value of the Student Activity
Fee." Student Senate President
Bill Rzepka and Senior Don
Collins exchanged opinions on an
issue which is krousing the concern of many U.N.I. students.
Collins. who represents an unchartered student organization.
Students For Action. proposed
that tlie student fee be cut in
half by eliminating the salaries
paid to Student Senate and
PRINT members. He also suggested that many of the past expenses of · various Northeastern
clubs have been unnecessary .
Students For Action members
have been. for the past three
weeks. circulating petitions to
students in an effort to make the
activity fee cut an amendment
to the U.N.I. Student Constitution. " This petition is promoting
discontent. ·· Collins declared. Student Senate President Bill Rzepka listens for a question fro the
"because they (U.N.I. students> audience. ( Photo by Dave Doebler I
are finding out where their the audience by suggesting what dience . primarily composed of
money is going.
U.N.I. would be like without the students. which peaked at about
President Rzepka. who was rnrious events that thestudent 150. The Forum Moderator was
Mitch Vogel of the Educational
cha\rman of the Fees and Al- fee produces.
Foundations Department.
locations Committee last year.
Following the Forum. Joan
It is interesting to note that
stressed the importance of the
student fee. and pointed out the Collins received an unfavorable ~ordberg. p irector of Student
different campus events to reception . while President Activities said of Don Collins. ·· J
wtiich students receive free ac- Rzepka received an enthusiastic belie\·e the facts and the _figures
. cess. Rzepka also appealed to round of applause from the au- he is using are erroneous.· ·

Rzepka makes a point during the Forum seated behind him is Dick
Quagliano from the Print. (Photo by D.W. Doehlerl

STARTS TODAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

AWONDROUS
ANIMATION SPECTACLE
ABLAZE WITH
ADVENTURE

Angry students argue with Collins after the forllJl! . (Photo by Dave
Doehlerl

lntern_ships Available in
Congressional Offices
WitlJ continued emphasis on faculty persons of individual
the trend toward relevance in academic departments and have
higher education. it was . an- been developed in conjunction
nounced today that Northeastern with the Washington Center for '
Ill. Univ.. has ' arranged in- Learning Alternatives of
ternship opportunities for stu- Washington. D.C .. a non-profit
dents in Washington. D.C. Ac- educational agency which decording to (Faculty-Stam Joan velops the individual placements
Macala of the Field Experience and provides internship placeResource Center. internships ment. supervision. evaluation.
are available during the Spring academic courses. seminars.
Semester 1980 ( or Winter housing and other support
Quarter 1980) in Congressional services for students from coloffices. Executive and Judicial 1e g es and uni ve rsities
agencies. private organizations throughout the country. While on
and businesses. public interest an internship for a full term.
groups and national associa- students remain enrolled at. and
tions . The internships ofcus · on receive academic . credit from
many areas of interest such as Northeastern Ill. Univ .. based on
international affairs. the en- evaluations performed by the
vironment. energy. consumer af- WCLA staff and faculty in
fairs. journalism. legal services. Washington and facilitated by
communications. health. the Northeastern·s liaison with
arts. urban affairs and business. WCLA .
to mention only a few.
Most interns are juniors.
Internships have become an
increasingly popular component seniors or graduate students but
of students· curricula· as they som·e so phomores have
provide students with the op- participated in the WCLA proportunity to integrate' academic gram to date. Placements are
theory with practice in an ap- available in a wide range of inplied situation. In addition. in- _ terests and are appropriate for
ternships have helped enable majors in any discipline. Acstudents to develop professional cording to ( Faculty-Stam Ms.
skills. explore career options. Macala. students interested in
participate in the professional pursuing the possibility of an inwork " experience ... and to dis- ternship in Washington. D.C.
cover strengths and weaknesses should contact her office Rm.
in their academic background so . C-522. Ext. 424 for more inthat they may better prepare for formation . The deadline for the
a career. Internships also pro- return of applications is for the
vide students with an ex- Spring 80 (or Winter Quarter
'80') program.
traordinary opportunity for
Dr. Edris Frederick. Dir. of
personal development with the
wealth of political . historical and the Political Science Dept. has
cultural attractions ava_ilable in placed some 12-15 students in the
WCLA program in the past 5
the nation·s capital.
The internships are being years - talk to her for a more
coordinated by ( Faculty-Stam personal human interest angle.

I.Ci.I.I!
T.G.I. Tecate! Tecate Beer imported from Mexico.
Do it the Mexican way,
straight from the can with lemon and salt.

C1bco Importing Co .. Inc.

Dallas . Texas ? 5229.

TECHNlllAMA® TECHNICOLOR®
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BusJness Briefs
.

.

Day Speaks with
Business

S-t udents
by Karyn Gavzer
had been no centralized
If you weren·t one of the 66 mechanism for coordinating
business students who attended marketing activities of the
the S.A.M .-sponsored marketing various divisions.
presentation last Thursday. you
One of Day·s programs effecmissed a lot. The presentation tively coordinated the ad
was given by John M. Day. VP budgets of several divisions to
Manufacturing Operations and combine them . thereby qualifyRonald Willett. Ph.D.. Director ing for media discount rates preof Marketing. both executives viously unavailable to individual
with Beatrice Foods Company.
divisions or companies within
Day gave a brief history of divisions. The MSO figured out
Beatrice Foods. The company ways of using existing
began in 1894 as a small dairy technology in new ways. for inoperation which today has stance wheir cap & gown comgrown into a highly diversified pany was able _to use its knitting
corporation producing and dis- facilities to make jogging aptributing more than 9.000 pro- parel . which was used as a preducts world-wide with revenues mium for yet another Beatrice
of $8.5 billion. Sixty percent of Division.
Beatrice Foods· revenues are
The MSO served as an adfrom its food divisions. Many visory panel for acquisition opBeatrice products are familiar ~ portunities and in formulating
household names : Dannon long-range plans and new proYogurt·. County Line cheeses. duct development. It- also assists
RC. Canada Dry. 7-Up. Lipton in putting together sales incenTea. Weight Watchers. LaChoy. tive programs. particularly nonEckrich. Lowrey's and Clark financial professional packages
Candy. Other Beatrice divisions for the sales force which might
include Institutional & In- include winning Samsonite lugdustrial. Travel & Recreational. gage. Airstream travel trailors
Housing & Home Environment · or other· products manufactured
and Chemical & Allied Products. by Beatrice's various divisions.
Day was hired five years ago
Day's operating philosophy for
to head a newly formed Market- his MSO is rooted in an ancient
ing Service Operation and Chinese proverb :
Willett later joined the MSO as
--Give a man a fish
you feed him today
Director of Marketing. The MSO
Teach a man to fisn ·.
qas formed to help with provou feed him for life: ·
blems in the marketing area for
It w~s a well-spent hour that
all Beatrice Divisions. Prior to
the formation of the MSO there went too quickly for most. Many

•· v~ al ... WERE IN ~LE.THERE GOES TEDDY
WITH A~ FROM HOME! II

students stayed afterwards to ·
ask questions and talk with Day
and Willett about career opportunities. Day pointed out that
an advanced' degree such as an
MBA could be very useful in
furthering career goals. He also
recommended getting a job in
sales as this was a good entry
level position for a marketing
care~r.
Day and Willett' were the first
of many guest speakers who will
b.e visiting North e as t ern
throughout U-ie - year•·at the invitation of S.A.M. (Society for
Advancement of Management l.
Northeastern ·s gfficial club for
business students.

Career S-ervices Off·ice:
Planning Through Studies
Last week's issue of the Print
found this section headlined,
New Dean Speaks On Student
Development. Dean Kipp
Hassell's comments included the
statement that the process of
career and life planning is important and on-going. This week.
I would like to help students understand how the Caree r
Services office can assist such
planning throughout the ir
studies at UNI.
The activities of the office
have two basic objectives : (H
career planning and development. and, (2) career employment upon completion of a
degree. The keystone in career
planning is the PIE course.
"Career and Life Planning."
This course had its genesis in
the late 60's and the 70's when
changing demographic and
economic factors altered the
public's perception of the "good
job value" of a college education. Students found themselves
at a loss in making career decisions and the " Career Planning" course evolved to meet
these needs. Throughout the

By Valerie Gallagher
and/or scientific knowledge and and bulletins about events.
skills. will with good planning
An equally emportant facet of
find a solid niche in the work career planning involves partworld. It is important to realize time employment which should
post-WW II days of the 50's and the enormous variety of jobs and be selected in a context of
OO's the relative small number of careers in the economy and not career exploration whenever
college graduates appeared to to jump at some simplistic possible~ No better way of dishave no problems in finding short-term solution to a career.
covering the demands of a job
--college level" jobs. The demoBecause one does not plan a along with the positives and
graphics of the Baby Boom career in an hour. the PIE negatives can be suggested to
generat ion·~ participation in course in career planning pro- the career seeker. The office of
higher education has led to .an vides a student with the ele- Student Employment is part of
unprecedented number of col- ments of a lifelong process. The Career Services and offers help
lege educated young people. 30 student learns how to acquire to the Work Study student. the
percent of this age cohort now appropriate information . Student _Aide and all students
holds a minimum of a bac- Whether a student is enrolled in seeking part-lime jobs. Staff and
course or not. all should utilize peer advisors give assistance in
calaureate degree.
The increased competition for the broad range of information finding a good job match. In··good jobs/college level jobs" about jobs and careers in both formation about jobs pours in
calls for the students' thoughtful the Career Resources in B-117 as each day and the staff conanalysis and planning. It does well as in the UNI library. Stu- stantiy makes a positive effort
not call for less education even dents will find job descriptions. to locate new jobs and the •
for those stressing only the prac- employer information. salary in- widest possible spectrum of
tical and economic benefits of a formation. skills and formal employers. The SEO is also rondegree. Without an education a education required and much tinuing the experiment of having
the part-time services of the
candidate might not even be more.
able to compete for jobs. Also.
Throughout the year. students State of Illinois Employment ofwhile certain career. oriented are encouraged_to attend career fice and its job resources convemajors may very well give those . events such · as the annual In- niently available to students and
graduates an initial foot in the formation Day on Careers in graduates.
door. · students who major in government at all levels. along
The second basic activity of
other areas and who develop with a variety of seminars cov- Career Services is involved with
their abilities to think and ering a range of topics. Bulletin assisting students find career
analyze. to acquire excellent boards outside B-117 and on the employment upon completion of
oral and written communica- south wall of Admissions and the degree. These activities are
tions skills along with number Records contain announcements principally job search techni-

ques involving resume writing.
effective interviewing. employer ·
identification and direct contact
along with on-campus recruitment. A wide variety of printed
and audio-visual materials relating to resume writing and interviewing- are available in the
Career Resources. Throughput
the year seminars on these two
subjects are held either in B-117.
elsewhere at the request of
va rious student groups and
through the Alumni Job
Network.
'
On October 25th at 7:30 in the
Commuter Center a resume
writing seminar will be held.
Two business representatives
will be on campus to critique resumes any student may submit
to the office. Identification is removed and transparencies are
made for the critiquing. The
representatives will also submit
materials crossing their desks
and will point out the do's and ,
don'ts ,they feel are important
On Wednesday. November 14th a
similar workshop will be held on
interviewing techniques. Further
details are available about these
dates and others in B-117
throughout the year.
A very important aspect of the
job search is the on-campus
(Continued on page 11)
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EDITORIALS
============================,
Thank You to Dr. Vogel
The PRINT would like to thank Dr. :\titch Vogel for his fine
achievement in moderating the forum last Tuesda~· !'Jot on!~· did Dr.
Vogel agree at the last minute to moderate . he also cancelled an appointment he had for that time .
Its great to see such im·ol\·ement and concl'rn from one nf faeult ,.
members'. :vtitch Vogel we ~alute _
m u '.

WELCOME TO
POPE JOHN PAUL II
WITTAMY. In Polish it means welcome. And that's the message
. we of the PRINT would like to convey to the Supreme Pastor on his
visit to Chicago.
The city of Chicago has never seen a welcome that is being
planned for John Paul II. The downtown ~rea will be ~losed to all
cars. the public schools are closed. and policemen and firemen have
had their days off cancelled.

More Militants Anti-Nuke Marches
The anti-nuclear movement.
Hampshire action "will have one
strengthened and emboldened by of t wo results. Either they'll
the March accident at Three abandon Seabrook. or they'll
Mile Island. will enter a new. have to build it by ringing the
more militant phase this month.
side with bayonets ...
On Oct. 6. members of the
On Oct. 29. SHADmembers.
Clamshell Alliance will physical- divided into teams of ten to 20.
ly encamp at the ·construction will invade the New York and
side of the $1.6 billion Seabrook American stock exchanges to. in
plant in New Hampshire. They essense. create enough of a
intend to stay there until
physical barrier to halt trading
Seabrook's financiers junk the
for the day. SHAD member
project.
Three weeks later.
Bruce Birnberg says "Wall
members of the anti-nuclewar Street is the corporate center of
group SHAD will mark the 50th America. We want to focus on
anniversary of the stock market every company involved in the
crash by trying to stop trading nuclear industry. not just on Exat the New York and American xon or Gulf."
stock exchanges.
The movement has been growA Boston Clamshell ing rapidly since the Three Mile
spokesman. who would only Island accident. A spring flurry
identify himself as " Danny". ex- ' of teach-ins. rallies. and large
plains that "our previous pro- demonstrations culminated with
tests have used civil disobe- a mass of 20.000 gathering to
dienc~. This will be a direst ac- protest the purpose Diablo Cation."
nyon plant in California. MoveThe difference. he says. is that ment growth continued over the
civil disobedience is "symbolic.
summer.
June's 20.000 proSomeone gets arrested. and testors. for example. became a
other people find out why. Civil crowd of 200,000 on Sept. 23 in
disobedience is educational.
New York City.
We're not going. to Seabrook to
get arrested or to educate peoMovement organizers are tryple. We're going to stop nukes. "
ing to maintain the momentum.
He says that on Oct. 6 deThe Pennsvlvania based
monstrators from all over the
Mobilizat10n for Survival has
country will converge in what
planned a "major non-violent"
will be ·'the largest anti-nuclear
offensive in Washington. D.C. to
gathering ever in this country".
coincide with a nuclear. arms
will " non-violently cut the
exposition there at the end of
fences " around the plant conOctober. Jane Fonda. and Tom
struction site. and will establish
Havden. is just starting a 30-day
a community that will
pr~test swing around the coun" physically block construction
t r_,·.
until (Seabrook) is abandoned ...
The endeavor is modeled on a
1974 campaign in Weil. West
But it is in the · northeast.
Germany, in which an estimated where the movement is the most
'Zl .000 descended on , the con- mature. that tactics have been
struction site of a nuclear power hardening.
Most recently. 16 members of
plant. Thousands of them set up
the "Manhattan Project" (which
a small community that lasted
for 18 months. when the West
boasts the same phone numbers
German government ggave up as the New Hampshire
ori the plant.
·
Clamshell Alliance) were ar"Danny" says the New rested trying to occupy the 1st

But we ·ve seen other things too .
Co-~ration and pride. two traits ts that have been long absent in
Chicagoans.
Neighbors are working together to plant flowers . rake lawns. or
even touch up that pealing paint on the front porch.
P.eople are making that extra effort .

National Bank of Boston. which
holds a $115 million line of credit
for severa Seabrook contractors.
"Demonstrating at power
plants was becoming a rote little
scenario." sdays SHAD's Susan
Davidoff. . "We had our jobs to
do. We sat down and laid down.
and the police came to do their
jobs. They smile and pick us up
and cart us away. But thery're
still building plants. So this is
going to· be more radical than
the civil disobedience work ...
'"Dann~· attributes the tactical turn · to the nuclear industry ' s "obviously contrived"summer gas shortage.
The shortage was created to
blunt the movement's growing
power. he says. "They're saying nuclear is the solution to the
gas shorage ..Direct action is to
show them that those kinds of
tactics will lead us to excalate
our efforts to stop nuclear
power ...
Scott Peters. a public relations
specialist with the Atomic Industrial Foru.. a nuclear industry trade group says the
mvement's October activities
won't draw any special response
from the industry.
Peters says the indust'ry is going to send out " a so-called
Truch Squad" onsisting of two
people -- an energy consultant
and a utility company technical
assistant -- to barnstorm the nation on the heels of the celebrity
anti-nuclear tour. ·· They'll tr~·
to refute what the Jane ( Fonda•)and Tom (Hayden) show says ...
The industry is also dispatching " teams of utility company officials" to mark the sixmonth anniversary of Three
Mile . Island. " primarily to explain how we've applied the
lessons of Three Mile Island ...
Neither effort. he contends.
was "pinned up in anticipation
of whart the anti-nukers are doing.

We of the PRINT wish to thank His Holiness for bringing the people together again. Let 's just hope that this working together among
neighbors is not just another fad .

'

~
PRINT, the offidally reeognu.ed student newspaper serving Nortbeute~ll' Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, m.
60625, ia publiabed each Friday during the regular ~emic year.
Material publiabed herein ia not to be confUNd with views expressed
by the university administration.
The editors have sole authority governing ail material submitted
and reserve. the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need .
not accepf all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will
be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tueaday, 12:00 noon, for the
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material .
that does not conform to the standards set forth under Print
publication policy will be handled accordingly by the editors. The
editors will publish, at their discretion, any letters to the editor, an-·
nouncements, articles, photos, advertising or other submitted material,

Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned
~tters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
confidential upon request. Obacenties are discouraged,
The office of the Print is open daily and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is m4050, extensions
508 and 509, and 510. After 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is ·
closed, call direct 583-4065.
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Senate to Join Two
Student Government Organizations:
ISA: Illinois

IBHE: Students Have

Students Unite

a Voice in Springfield

by Charlie Vokoun
In a n a ttempt to keep the students informed on wha t is ha pp e nin g i n th e Illinoi s
Legisla tu re . Northeaste rn has
become a member of the Illinois
Student Association.
The ISA is a re presentati\·e
committee which was formed to
speak for college students in the
Sta te Legisla ture . P resentl y.
there a re eight Illinois universities which ha ve become
membe rs of the ISA.
Membe rship in the organization ent itles UNI to send two
representatives to the Illinois
Leg is la ture. The tempora ry
representa ti ves who we re ap-

pointed by the UNI Senate a re
Richa rd Quagliano and Rose
Ma rie Hengels . Their prima ry
functi on will be to report to the
Sena te a ny h~ppenings which
pertain lo this uni versit y.
UN I .Sena te member William
Rzepk a feels that. " they I ISA 1
a re a good group. We hope that
our re presentation in Springfi eld
will he lp us grow doser to our
fellow uni versities ...
Rzepka firs t heard about ISA
fro m leaders from other universities and felt tha t the same
was n ee d e d h e r e at
No rtheas tern . Mem bership in
I
the ISA .costs $300 fo r one yea r
of membe rshi p.

By Debbie L. Gordils
The s tudent advisory committee to the Illinois board of higher
education provides an official
forum for student representa tives lo gather and discuss .
and then to present. the student ·s views_on issues of concern
to the major coordinating and
policy-making board for highe r
education in the state. the IBHE .
The IBHE is directly responsible for many policys which
greatl y effect students and the
quality of higher education. I'd
like to show you an example. in
case yo u haven't been invol ved
wi th the IBHE or SAC in the
past.

After much debating between
the s tudent s and the administra tors. the IBHE voted
last November to withdraw state
s upport from all auxiliary
services on campuses. This included housing. student unions.
bookstores. and other fee supported buildings. The dreaded
result was a drastic increase in
student fees as the directors of
these units attempted to recoup
the lost revenues. Students can
fea r a greater impact on student
fees and housing costs if the
IBHE carries this move one step
further. and denies state funds
for the retirement and compensation of these units. The

On the evening of October 5
and the morning of October 7.
registra tion and pre- an d postconference business will be conducted at the Lincolnwood Hyatt
Regency . 4500 West Touhy
Avenue. in Lincolnwood. On Oc_tober 6 a day-long conference
featuring a variety of workshops
will be held at Northeastern Illinois University.
The conference is open to

anyone interested in the welfare
and education of children of all
ages . races and creeds. Membership in the ACE! is not a requirement for participation.
The workshops. demonstrations and interest group sessions
will span all grade levels from
pre-school through high school.
" Recent Advances in Childhood
Nutrition ... " Developing a NonSexist Early Childhood Curriculum ... and "Crime Among
Affluent Adolescents" are examples of the many topics which
conference participants may
choose from.
The guest speaker at the
luncheon on October 6 will be
Dr. Effie 0 . Ellis. an independent cons ultant and co-director
of the Quality of Life Center at

the Chica go Department of
Human Services. Toby Lurie
will be the guest speaker at the
banquet on Saturday evening.
Lurie is an experimental poet
who has been described as "a
minstrel in the oral tradition of
poetry ...
Participants may register on
Saturday morning. The registration fee is $10.00: meals are extra . Students pay a $5.00 registration fee and are asked to
serve as assistants to the
workshop leaders. If you would
like to receive a complete conference schedule. or details on
registration: please call Dr. Peri
Georgiou. Chairperson of the
Conference Committee. and
sponsor of Northeastern·s student branch of ACE!. at e:ict.
8180.

One of the functions of the
advisory committe is to give
their opinions to the board for
consideration in the decision
making process . The board has
acknowledged that the student
advisory committee is of very
importance to the board in order
for them · to obtain firsthand
knowledge of the impact of the
boards policies on the student
population. and to know continuing student opinion. ideas and
.critici s m regarding higher
educatin in Illinois .

Student

ACE/ State Conference
The Illinois Association for
Childhood Education I ACE! l
will present its 39th annuat Illinois Sta te ACE! Drive-in Conference on October 5. .6 and 7.
Th e co nf e renc e will be
s pons ore d by the Chicago
br a nch of ACEI and
N o rth e ast e rn Illinois
University 's student branch:

Northeastern Advisory Council
will be keeping an eye on these
developements this year.

Survey
Daniel Kielson. Vice President and perceptions extraced from
for Student Affairs. announced the surveys will play a major ·
today that 1500 students at role in ·shaping the services and
Northeastern . will be receiving programs offered to students in
the " Survey of Student Needs" · the near as well as distant
future .
in the mail.
These selected at random.
are being given an opportunity , Dr. Kielson has stressed how
to take part in a comprehensive . important it is to the success of
study to learn more about the . this study to have every student
educational nonclassroom needs complete the survey and mail it
of full-time and part-time stu- back to the University (no
dents at UNI. Such information postage necessary) . This kind of .
will help to identify the current student participation will help to
level -of effectiveness of the bring about sound and effective
University's student services decision· making resulting in imand programs. The information proved services to students.

STAt&EY H.KAPLAN
For °'9' 41 ~ The Standard of
Excelence In Jest Preparation.

Commuter Center Board Meets
By Cindy McDonald
The Co mmut er Center Boa rd
of Ma ngers met last Thursday.
Sept. 27 to discuss the pre1im ina r y income s ta tements
from Jul y and August° and the
closing of the UNI Day Care
Center.
TKHE Commut e r Cent e r
Boa rd of Mangers is the governing body of the Commuter
Center. They determine policiJs
which effect day- to-~ay operation of this student-funded building.
The m a in topic of discussion
was the closing of the. Day Care
Center. Cliff Harralson. director

of the Commuter Center . stated
that a bid of $20.000 had been received to install a boiler in the
Day Ca re Center Building. This
money was a pproved a t the last
meeting in July.
In the m eantime. the city of
Chicago inspected the building.
As a result of the inspection. the
Day Ca re Center needed new
wi ring a nd hot water pipes. Ha rra lson received another bid of
$73.000 for the needed repai rs.
but bid has exceeded the amount
budgeted .
However . Ha ra lson has found
a new location fo r the Day Care
Center. It will be located at 5101

N. Kimball .
A source told Print tha t the
new loca tion is a safe and wa rm
building. The re is adequate
p a rkin g a nd e xp a n s i o n
possibil ities:
According to the source. the re
should be no inconvenience for
the pa re nts . The new location is
I' 2 blocks from campus.
Also on the agenda were the
income statements . Harra lson
told the board that. " These a re
onl y prelimina ry statements a nd
the complete statement will be
available at the qua rterly re\·iew.
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This mural design will soon be painted on the wall of the building which stands just east of the playlot located at Burlington and
Wrightwood. It is the work of Northeastern Illinois University art student Janice Mueller.

PLA YLOT MURAL
A dozen brightly colored
horses prancing in perfect step
will soon be painted on the brick
wall which serves as a backdrop for the playlot at Burling
and Wrightwood. Work on the
mural. designed b y
Northeastern art student Janice
Mueller. began during the week
of Sept. 17.
The brick wall which is just
east of the playlot. formerly
served as a reminder of one of
the facts of life in the Park West
area. Graffiti. gangs· names.
and other assorted messages.
were scrawled on the lower third
of the wall .
The city of Olicago is just
finishing a $125.000 refurbishment of the playlot.
New
benches. play equipment. a
sheltered picnic area. and extensive landscaping now make
the playlot a more appealing
spot. The wall mural. which is
noteworthy in that it does not
have a political message. will
enliven not only the playlot but
the entire surrounding area.
Last spring. Northeastern Illinois University Assistant
Professor of Art. Thomas Libby :
gave his students the task of designing a mural for the wall .
which is only a few doors away
from his home.
According to Libby. "'Out of
the 18 designs which were sub-

•"'<"

A dozen brightly colored horses prancing in perfect step will soon be painted on the brick -wall which
serves as a backdrop for this playlot at Burlington and Wrightwood. Work on the mural will begin during
the third week of September. thanks to the efforts of Thomas Libby. assistant professor of art at
Northeastern Illinois University.

milted. more than half dozen are
truly excellent and worthy of being painted in prominent locations throughout the city. A
number of the designs we re
placed in a storefront window
nearby so that residents could
see them. The popular favorite
b of both children and adults is
the horse design ...
" The mural is being painted
by some of Northeastern·s art
sutdents who will be taking a
mural painting course which had
been listed in our catalog but
never offered before... Libby
said.
--r ve a lso met with a member
of the Insane Unknowns gang.
and invited them to help us paint
the mural.
rm hoping that
some of the gang members will
learn how a mural is painted but
more importantly. that they"ll
learn they can accomplish
something worthwhile on their
own. without the support of the
gang.
Libby pointed out that the
lower part of the mural is quite
intricate so that if graffiti is
sprayed on it. the work as a
whole will overpower it .
· "The support of the comBy Sue Futushimi
munity has been gratifying ...
UNI
teachers
expect ratificaLibby said . ··Local merchants
tion
of
their
new
contract by tohave even agreed to supply us
day.
Eight-nine
per
cent of all
with some of the materials we·11
need to paint the mural. .. voting teachers voted yes for acceptance of the three year contract according to President of
Local 3500 of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT 1
Margaret Schmid. Negotiable
pe rsonnel policies and clearly
stated workload guidelines make
••it one of the best in higher
education today" says Chapte r
President Mary Schwartz.

,·'t··

"Mary Ann Schwartz"

Teacher's Approve Contract-

Teacher salaries are inc reasing at the rate of $80 per month
plus fo ur per cent of their 1978-79
basic monthly sala ry retroactive
to Sept. I. 1979 pending approval
by the Boa rd of Governors
(80G I this week. Provisions for
a workload range between 24 to
30 credit units per 21 ·2 tri mesters
take effect in the fall of 1980.
Schwarz emphasizes. ••it is the
first time the BOG has allowed
personnel policies to be negotiable.·· Salary issues are reopened
every yea r . The new agreement
establishes a salary minima for
new hirees while maintaining

salary levels or ··steps· · for
teachers in comparable positions with more experience. New
Instructors make $1.320 per
month : instructors with three
years experience make $1.403.
As si s tant Professors mak e
·· 1,545 per month : those with
three yea rs experience make
$1.628 . Assoc ia t e P ro fessors
make $1.785: those with three
years experience make $1.868.
Ea rnings are listed at the
minimum basic sala ry.
Tr a di t i o n a ll y sa l ary
minimum s a re settled according
to percentage. The $80 across
the boa rd increase ·· narrows the
gap between those at the top and
those at the bottom·· of the earning scal e. Schwartz explains.
Monies for sala ry minimum
come from a fixed $30.000 allotment specified within the contract. Schwatz ackowledges inflation and the disappointment
of some higher-salaried tea~hers
accustomed to getting more
money under older methods . but
calls the new increase a ·•fair
share.··
Schwa rtz is equa lly happy
with workload provisions. The

new contract provides for a
legitimate range of workload assignments <24-30 credit units l .equivalency credit units. and a
guarantee that these are a ll
--g rievabl e. ·· No teac he r ·s
workload will be a utoma tically
b oos t e d b eca u se o f t he
established range. but volunta ry
overload is not excluded. Credits
for professional work outside the
classroom teaching experience
might include advising. curriculum development. research.
allowances for class size and extended travel time in off campus
assignments. The contract states
that involuntary overload and
disc repancies over equivalency
credits are all grievable on trhe
grounds of being ··arbitrary and
capricious.·· Grievance procedure is outlined within the
contract.
Local AFT 3500·5 negotiating
team. represented by Mr. Dick
Brewer at UNI. and the BOG
have an 0n-going dialogue that
began in September. Union
members make up about 7Q!i of
UNI"s teaching staff. The contract terms take effect immediately on BOG a pproval. ·
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Have yo u ever considered the movie ve rsion of the tv sketches.
lighter side of cruxifiction? Or AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
the problems of employment for COMPLETELY DIFFERENT .
an ex-leper. Monty Python has It stays with the topic at hand.
and does in their latest except for a minor divergence
ci nematic extravaganza. THE into outer space and back. and
LIFE OF BRIAN. which is set in its humor is on more than just
the Biblical location of Judea. 33 the average brillant level of silliA.O. on a Saturcfri'y afternoon.
ness. one associates with the
The film has been under at- group .
tack by a majority of leaders of
BRIAN does step on a few
the world's religious community toes: roman governors with
as being sacreligious. profane. speech irn pediment·s. civic
vulgar . and unpleasant . Picky. leaders who preside over ·stonpicky. picky.
ings . revolutionary groups. Cecil
THE LIFE OF BRIAN was 8 . DeMille and rabble everonce upon a time titled JESUS · .\·where have reason to be
CHR IST : LUST FOR GLORY steamed. but not cause.
but somewhere along the line
In the humor business
that sort of thinking was toned anything is fair game. including
down to give us the life and the Bilbe. rm fairly certain the
times of one Brian Cohen. born Python people will not rate
in Bethlehem in a manger just lightning bolts out of the blue for
down the street from the Son of their part in this film. God has a
God.
sense of humor. if you don·t
He grows up to hawk Roman believe that. just look around the
tidbits in the Jerusalem Co- next time you find yourself in a
lesseum where he falls in with a crowd.
group of revolutionaries who
10 is an intelligent. clever
want to rid their homeland of ad ult comedy and a sly morality
the hated conquerors.
play of the times we now live in.
Young Brian ( played by A successful popular composer
Graham Chapman who played is now forty-two and faced with

Three Gems
and a Clunker
Edwards. who produced the
Pink Panther movies and also
this film.
The ot her main object of attract ion and the girl of the title.
as in "On a scale from one to
ten ". is the diminutive but
might~· attractive I in a typically
chauvinistic superficial wayl Bo
Derek .
Derek is the wife of former actor John Derek. who was once
married to Ursula Andress and
Linda Evans !The Big Valleyl .
The former Mary Cathleen
Collins. now christened Bo
Derek was seen in ORCA with
Richard Harris. She played a
crew member whose leg was bitten off by a justifiably angry
killer whale. She was. one of
many victims in that film .
Her part is much safer in this
picture . All she is really required to do is look stunning
which she has little trouble accomplishing.
10 is a classy movie. Written
and directed by Blake Edwards
and dedicated to Dudley Moore's
stuntman the result is
refreshingly funny and the
music is by Henry Mancini.
TIME AFTER TIME is a
thoroughly enjoyable film about
Jack the Ripper. Wait. you say.
a thoroughly enjoyable film
about a sadistic' murderer?
The answer is still yes for
Nicholas Meyer·s , THE SEVEN
PER CENT SOLUTIONl script
includes much more than Saucy
.Jack . It has suspense. romance.
a time machine. H.G. Wells.And
wit and ingenuity in modern day
San Francisco.

Mary Steenburger• and Malcolm McDowell are faced with the
awesome responsibility of catching Jack the Ripper in "Time After
Time."
King Arthur in MONTY all the hazards of middleage.
Dudley Moore ( the luckless
PYTHON AND THE HOLY

....

GRAIL l survives several encounters with the oppressors onl~· be to recognized as a
Messianic figure by a dim lot of
. market ee rs. which leads to all
sorts of explaining to his mother
, played by Terry Jones who also
directed the picture l.
The Monty Python troupe. six
perversely gifted comedians
known for their equally absurd
work in television. film and long
playing phonograph records
have now turned their creative
juices to the Biblical epic. The
result may be the funniest costumer since DEMETRIUS AND
THE GLAD IATORS. which
starred. as rm sure you all remember. Victor Mature and
Susan Hayward.
The film has more control
than HOLY GRAIL. or the

swinger in FOUL PLA Yl is
superb as the frantic composer
who pursues his vision perfect of
female beauty with hilarious resu lts. Moore is another graduate
of the British school of humor.
He and Peter Cook were highly
successful as a stage. tv. and
fil m team.
10 is Moore ' s best
performance since
BEDAZZLED. a classic cult
fi lm which retold the story of
Faus t and featured Raq1,1el
Welch as one of the seven deadly
sins.
It is interesting to note in
BEDAZZLED ( 1967) that the
magic word used by Peter Cook.
as the Devil. was the name of
performer Julie Andrews. In 10.
Moore's leading lady is Julie Andrews . the wife of Blake

A little far fetched . eh?
Perhaps. The premise that the
noted author and historian did
actually construct a device for
time travel instead of just creating one on paper and that Jack
the Ripper eluded Scotland Yard
by using said machine and blending in the future of 1979 and the
inventor followed him to con\·i nce the bounder ·to turn
himself in. is without a doubt
one of the most sat isfying movies l'\·e seen in yea rs.
It sta rs Malcom McDowell as
Wells . McDowell is usually associa ted with much nastier roles
1CLOCKWORK ORANGE. THE
PASSAGE. !F l and here he
plays a dauntless Victoria!
bo~·scout .
David Warner is the cynical
Ripper. "Ninety years ago. " he
tells Wells in a room at the
Hyatt Regency ... I was a freak .
Today I a m an a mateur. .. He
then proves it by flipping the
dials on the tv set.
The person caught between
these out of place Victorians is
an American bank employee of
a British . banking concern

1

John Cleese ( in the centurion outfitl places the heavy band of
authority on terrified shoulder of Graham Chapman (Brian}. Eric
Idle (center roman) looks on in "Monty Python's Life of Brian."

played by Mary Steenburgen.
This plucky actress was first
seen in last year·s much less
successful. GOIN· SOUTH. with
Jack Nicholson:
!\1cDowell and Steenburgen
make a wonderful screen team
and it is not surprising to learn
they have been -keeping company off screen since the picture
was completed.
Nicholas Meyer. the author of
the Sherlock Holmes novels
which blended fictional characters witb with real life figures of
history. Sigmund Freud. in THE
SEVEN PER CENT SOLUTION
and Oscar Wilde. Bram Stoker
and others in THE WEST END
HORROR uses a variation on
the gimmick in TIME AFTER
TIME to his advantage.
Meyer shows competancy in
telling a story as a director in
addition to writing the
screenplay. The wonders of
modern civilization. many of
which were fortold in the works
of Wells . are reintroduced to us
through the eyes of the amazed
visitor. Aviation. escalators.
McDonalds. women·s liberation
and Micky Mouse telephones all

take on a new significance.
The special effects of the tjme
machine . mostly pulsing colored
lights. do make one think
nostalgic back on Rod Taylor
watching the manequin 's clothes
change over the years _in the
TIME MACHINE . That and a
slightly slow start are the only
objections to a near perfect entertai-nment.
However. there is much to object to in WHEN A STRANGER
CALLS. Ifs a supposed thriller
about a baby sitter who is · terrorized by a maniac:
It starts off nicely ari.d tosses
several very nice touches in at
the end but in between it
rambles around in unsatisfying
circles. While the movie promises a lot it delivers on few of
those promises.
I think it needed more victims . The homicidal maniac really didn 't have too much of
chance to show what he could
do. Cha rles Durning as the
chunky stalwart private detective runs out of breath after a
·chase but the script ran out of
steam much earlier.

Dudley Moore has a problem in "10'". He must -choose between Ju ae
Andrees and Bo Derek. I should have such problems.
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·HOroscope
For the week of Oct. 7-13
By GINA

· " mend fences. .. Assoc~ate only
Campus Digest News Service
with people of good reputation.
LIBRA (Sept; 23 to Oct. 221 :
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) : Try to disregard your vague
Challenges you meet that re- feelings of dissatisfaction - the
quire a decision are best solved mood will pass. Be especially
with the advice of an unpre- considerate of other peoples·
judiced counselor - not a friend. feelings. and don't bear grudges.
Settle any domestic issues with Good time to read. study and
rational common sense. Use add to your knowledge.
your artistic talents.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 to Nov. 211:
. TAURUS (April 20 to May 20):
If someone in your life is makYou should be looking and feel- ing unfair demands. try to reach
ing your · very best now. Your a compromise. Keep your inner
confidence shows and others are serenity or emotions could lead
drawn to you - make the most of you into bad judgment and selfit. Submit a personal project to . indulgence. Be very discreet and
one in power . then take modest .
criticism constructively.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 tc.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20):
You're feeling ambitious and Dec. 21): Resist cynical expecsomewhat aggressive. so use it tations - don't think negativelx.
with dignity and confidence to Social activity. money and
come out on top. Use your tact travel are favored now. Attend
. to the utmost when discussing a conventions and the like where
difficult matter with one in you can sparklle. Avoid legal
authority. Settle a financial mat- problems if possible.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 to Jan.
ter fairly . .
19(: (: Use your assertiveness to
CANCER (June 21 to July 22 l:
Lots of action and a fast pace meet intellectual challenges characterize this week. You're not to pick fights . You can take
·really up to it and your creative a leadership role and influence
imagination will serve you well. others to follow you through to
Assert yourself and work to •completion. Social situations can
achieve a goal you set out for be pleasant if you don·t expect
around the first of the year. Suc- too much.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 to Feb.
cess is yours.
18):
You may feel tired and
LEO (July %3 to Aug. 22):
Stick ·to routine and maintain should let down. relax and take
daily schedules. Resist tempta- care of yourself. Pressures aption to day-dream and waste pear eased and you can take a
time. You'll need self-discipline breather. Finances could be imto meet deadlines. Submit a plan proving and some may be in line
that you've worked on for some for a raise. bonus or promotion.
time and take criticism with
PISCES (Feb. 19 to March
gratitude.
20): Short trips are indicated
and unexpected news could disVIRGO (Aug. %3 to Sept. 22):
rupt your normal daily schedule.
Not the time ·to make impulsive Good time for home improvechanges. Give things a chance to ment projects of a long-term
work out. and reserve your final nature . You are very creative
judgment. Improve relationships now and could be in the public
with co-workers - take time to eye.
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.ACROSS
1. Winery tub
4. Girl's haircut
7. Rainbow
goddess
9. Articles

12. Jewel weight
14. Of the ocean's
movements
15. Make hazy
and unclear

17. Mexican
"mister"
19. Dread

28. Weighty
volume

2. Nasser was

2.9. Ohs and -

3. Auto need

30. Clubs

.5. Cornelia -

32. Jet tips

Skinner

35. , Lucid
37. Sources of
water

6. Pester

8. Hunting

39. Hair dye

expedition

40. Hysterics
stopper

10. D irect; handle

41. Plant moi s ture

11. Splash

42. Etiquette '!" __:
Vanderbilt

13. That is to say
2 wds .

21. Diagonal spar

27. Sheer fabric

4. Small amount

and hearts

20. Flower-holder
23. Happy and
gay: 3 wds.

one

DOWN
1. Singer

Damone

Hi . Understands

18. Coffee breaks
21. Kin to a

m etaphor
22. Feign

~3. John,
in Russia
:?4 . In no way

25. Radiator
noises
26. Kangaroo's
''pram ''
:31. Not mad

33. Songstress
Fitzgerald

:~4 . .Close noisily
36. Wintry
:38 . Double agent

Blind Bidding: A plague on the movie industry
versaries share the risk in the
f'.,ampus Digest News Service
In the Gastonia. N.C. Gazette. production of big-budget films .
Blind bidding is a process that
a recent advertisement for the
movie " Quintet" read : "I can- starts about six months to a
not tell a lie. 'Quintet· is one of year before a movie is released.
the worst movies I have ,ever A movie company sends .bid letseen - if not the worst. My ad- ters to theater owners with a
vice for our paying patrons is in- summary of the general plot of
stead of buying a ticket to see the film and a list of the actors
this dog. save· your money and and director. The letter states
the minimum terms for a sucbuy a cow.· ·
The advertisement was signed ressf ul bid: the length of time a
by R.L. (Sonny) B Baker. owner movie should play (sometimes
of the Webb Theater who said 16 weeks for a blockbuster, : the
that the only reason "Quintet .. amount of the advance cash
was playing at his theater was guarantee ( as much as $300.000
that he had to blind bid the mov- for an exclusive first run); and
ie from Twentieth Century Fox the way the box-office dollar will
be divided .
Film Corp.
The consequences as seen
The ad dramatizes the way
most theater owners feel about from both angles could be
blind bidding which has become serious. If blind bidding cona controversial issue in some tinues. theater owners say that
state legislatures.·Soon after the more small. independent
ad·s appearance. North Carolina theaters would have to declare
passed a state law to ban blind bankruptcy because of losses
bidding. This is the 13th state to from blind bidding. Often. the
enact such legislation and two oWners· contend. they are forced
to increease their prices to
other states have since followed .
These new laws are being cover the losses on blind-bid
challenged in federal court by - flops such as "Quintet.. . An
the big movie companies. The owner in Boston promises to cut
outcome of the court battle his box-office prices by 10 per
could change the way the box- cent if his state outlaws blin~
office dollars - $2.7 billion last bidding.
Theater owners say that _ if
year - are divided between the
theater owners and the movie they could view the films before
companies. Changes could also bidding for them. many would
be made in the way the ad- have refused to show the MCA

Inc.·s foulmouthed "Slapshot" without blind bidding major
which offended many '. viewers. films would be released late.
and Paramount Pictures Corp. ·s thus increasing production and
"The Warriors" which provoked distribution costs. Any plan to
violence in some theaters. Both allow theater owners a chance to
films were blind bids.
view films before bidding could
But Jack Valenti. president of upset national advertising camthe Motion Picture· Association paigns since time on television
of America calls the theater networks has to be bought a
owners comments "blatant year in advance. The interest on
hypocrisy.·· He says. " They'll money borrowed for a fitm ·s
play any picture that makes production would continue for
money. You'll notice they dictn·t months longer. increasing the
complain about the raw cost of each movie by hundreds
language in ·Saturday Night of thousands of dollars.
Fever· which made a lot of
Valenti says. " With the inmoney.
tense competition between the
Paramount says that when big theater chains. when a
they offered to cancel the book- movie is. shown at a screening
ings of ' The Warreors" after and it ·s an obvious smash. the
the outbreak of violence. only a bidding will go right through the
couple of owners agreed because ceiling. Exhibitors will bid more
the film was a hit.
and will charge more at the box
Putting an end to bidding office... He believes that ticket
" would mean fewer big-budget prices for blockbuster movies
blockbuster movies and fewer will skyrocket under such a
artistic or experimental' films" plan.
says Valenti . "Movie companies
Blind bidding began in earnest
just won 't be able to put so in 1975 when the U.S. Justice
much money into a film if they Department failed to continue
don ·t know for sure they have the blind bidding rules that had
play-dates in theaters at one of been stipulated in 1968 when
the prime times ...
each movie company was alMovie companies try to book lowed to blind bid only three
films long in advance into one of films a year. Today most of the
the prime viewing times - sum- films from the nine. major film
mer. Christmas or Easter. mak- companies are distributed
ing blind . bidding necessary.
through blind' bidding.
The companies claim that · Theater owners faced with a

'
growing number
of movie
screens were desperate for good
movies and participated in blind
bidding. While the number of
movies has lessened because of
rising production and advertising cost. the number of theater
screens have increased by 4.600
in the past 10 years. a rise of 38
per .cent:
Some owners feel that they
need to view a film before bidding since only they know what
will go over will with their audience. " What goes over big in
New York. Los Angeles or San
Francisco doesn't necessarily go
over in the Willamette Valley.··
says Lawrence Levin. an executive with Moyer Theaters
Inc. of Portland. Oregon.
Levin says that he lost $60.000
on Woody Allen 's "Interiors" . a
blind bid which was described as
··Woody's first straight drama "
with a ·: top-secret .. plot. "Had
we viewed it. .. says Levin. "we
would have never put up that
large a guarantee ($100.000) . We
know what people in Oregon
like."
Some theater owners are
however trying to repeal blind
bidding laws in their states. Earl
Perry. president of Orden-Perry
Theaters Inc.. a big Louisiana
chain. blames the state's blind
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l ·announ·eements
a

Saturda,y
Oct. 6
The City of Chicago and the
Chicago Audubon Society are
sponsoring weekly fall bird
walks at the North Park Village
Nature Stud~· Area. The next
walk will be on Saturday . . Oc:
tober 6. from 7:30 a.m. to 9 :00
a.m . If yuo want . to come. meet
us at the northeast corner of
Bryn Mawr a,nd,l?ulaski Road at
the appropriate ·time, -and ·tiring :
binoculars . For more information call 583-8970 between 8:30
a.m . and 4:30 p.m . The walk is
free .

Sunday·
Oct. 7

The Newman Club will sponsor
bake sale all day Monday at the
Village Square.
The Newman Center provides
a cheap. but good meal every
. Monday night at 6 p.m . A.II
that's required is $1.50 and an
empty stomach. , The Center is
located at 5450 N. Kimball,.
Pizza at 25 cents a slice is
available every Tuesday at the
Newman Center. The Pizza Hour
begins at 1:00 p.m. and everyone
is welcome'. .
There is one position available
to the Student Adyisory Committee, to . the IIJinoi's Board of
Higher. Education. and two positions to the Illinois Students Association. Any interested students should contact William J.
Rzepka on or before October 8..
1979 in room E-210 or at ext. 501. ·

Tuesday
· Oct. -9
A ·s upport group for gay men

and womef! is in the process of
forming at Northeastern. The
G;;i,ytLesbian
Support Group will
The Lama Kung-Fu Club will
be competing in an .a ll Kung-Fu meet every Tuesday at 1, p.m. in
& Karate Tournament on • Oct. . room 2-031 of _the c;Iassroom
7th 11 a .m .. • at Weber High building. All inter~sted and . supportive students. faculty, - and
School located at 5252 W
members
of the community are
Palmer. · near · Fullerton &
welcome
.
For more information
Laramie .
The tournamel'lt will consist of conta<;.>t Bob at 869-1665 or .Kayat
demonstrations. Special guests. 456-7244 .
forms. weapons. and fighting.
Among the students competing S.A.M.-Accounting Division
will be Joseph Navarro fighting
Tuesday. 10-9-79 . . S.A .M.and form Champion and Vicki Accounting Division will sponsor
Cleary. age 14 form Champion.
the Becker C.P.A. 1Certified
The Instructor Jack Soderberg Public Accountant I Review
Grand National Champion will Course Representative in Room
be competing in weapons. form. CC-217 ( upstairs from cafeteria,
and fighting along with his stu- at 1 p.m. All Accounting majors
dents .
welcome'
.-\II are welcome to come and
cheer the Oragons on to a Victon·.
The CCAB Box Office will
have tickets for the dramatic
movie : Network . Tickets are
free to students. Free tickets for
the hilarious movie :
HOUSECALLS may still be
available.

Monday

Oct. 8

CCAB Unicorn Films presents
the intimate movie: The Other
Side of the Mountain. The movie
will be shown in the Unicorn
( which is located in the lower
level of the Classroom Building)
at 1:00 p.m . Admission is free to
all. NOTE : P~rt 2 will be shown
same time next week.
CCAB ( Commuter Center Activities Boardl will be having a
board meeting above the BOOK
NOOK at 1:00 p.m .

WZRD RADIO (88.3 FMI still
has positions open in all areas of
broadcasting -- including doing
on-the-air shows. engineering.
interviewing. finding community
talent. doing-on-location recording of bands and speakers. working with our . Public Affairs
director. doing news and investigative reporting : .. you·re
only limited b your own
creativity and time. If you want
to do something truly exciting
during your free hours. · check
out the WiZaRD -- we·re
downstairs across from the
auditorium. or give us a call at
x518 during our broadcast hoursMon .-Fri. 11 a.m.-midnight
weekends from 10 a.m . - 10 p.m . ·
Oct. 10 Deadline - PACE
Make use of your activity fee'.
Students interested in taking
the PACE ( Professional and Administrative Career Exam) test
which is required for most
The October 1. 1979 Student
federal career positions must
SF.NATE MF.F.TlNG WAS apply on or before Oct. 10. It is
CANCELLED. The meetings for
not known when this exam will
October will be on the 8 and 22
be . offered again. Phone the
in room CC-216 at 7:00 p.m. All
Chicago area office : 353-5136 for
. . members of the UNI community an applic_ation or stop by Career
·.--~, - ~.are invited to attend.
Services. B-117.

Wednesday
Oct. 1O

The CCAB Box Office will
have fr~e tickets still available
for the comical movie:
HOUSECALLS. Starring: Walter
Mathau. Glenda Jackson. Art
Camey. and Richard Benjamin.
Make use of your activity fee'.

Needed work study or student
aid call ex. 695.

Thursday
Oct. 11
S.A.M. fSociety for Advancement of' Management - 10-11-79
Thursday. 10-11-79 at 1 p.m. in
Room 311 of the Science Bldg ..
S.A.M. meeting will feature Ron
Wendell. Assistant Director of
Career Services who will talk
about part-time employment opportunities foi.: students. New
students welcome!

Due to the scheduling of the Arts
. and Sciences Faculty Assembly
for 27 September · at 1:00. the
first Fall meeting of the Coalition has been rescheduled.
Please mark your calendars and
plan to coine on THURSDAY. 11
OCfOBER'. from 1:Oil - 2:30. in
room CC-215.

Informal discussjbn at the
Newman Center every .Thursday
night at 8 p.m . .This week 's discussion will be on working.
The very talented Kathy
O'Hara will be the entertainer
for the Newman Center Coffeehouse at 8 p.m. All are invited and it's FREE!!!
Mass every Saturday night.
7:30 p.m.. at the Newman
Cel'lter.

-Auditions for instrumentalists
1s-trings. oboes. and
harpsichord, will be held on
Tuesday . October 16. from· 1-2: 00
p.m .. in Room A-131 for the upcoming performance of Handel's
cantata ·Chandos Anthem #4' by
the UNI Concert Choir .
University Chorus and Chamber
Orchestra. The performance will
be on November 16 at 8:00 p.m.
in the University Auditorium.
Contact James Lucas 1x 578) or
Sylvie Koval (x 5691 to sign-up
for exact times.

Friday
Oct. 12
S.A.M. - Management Seminar
Registration - 10-12-79
· Registration materials and
agenda for 10-27-79 all-day
seminar on •· Facing the
Management Challenge of the
'80s" can be picked up at the
Business & Management .Office. Classroom Bldg.. Room
4023. Forms should be completed and returned by Oct. 12 to
insure participation as enrollment is limited. Gost for day including lunch. workshops and
dinner at Pick-Congress is $20
for students and faculty.

There is one undergraduate position available on the Student Affairs Council. Any interested students should contact William J .
Rzepka in . room E-210 or at ext
501 on or before October 22. 1979.

for

Al_!_ permanent clubs ·are up
Charter Renewal. The final date
for submissiQn of Charter
Renewal Forms is November 1.
1~79. Notices of this will be in •
the club mailboxes soon. Needed
is a Charter Renewal Form. current membership list. current
club advisor. a .list of proposed
activities for the year. Any club
which does not submit these
needed forms will have it~charter deemed. inactive. Any
questions . please contact
· Charter Review Board each
Thursday in the Student Senate
Office at 1:30 p.m .. or leave a
Any club with a temporary message on the bulletin board in
charter. that is planning on ob- the Student Senate Office. rm.
taining a permanent. charter. E210.
should contact the Charter
Review Board. Messages can be Petitions are now available in
left in the Student Senate Office. the Student Senate office E 210
rm. E210.
for the position of Student
Senator.. Any UNI student is
eligible to run. Petitions must be
submitted before 9:00 a .m . on
October 16. 1979. Elections . will
Students considering law be held on October 23 and 24.
school should try to attend the
" Law School Caravan" . It is at
Ida Noyes Hall at the University
of Chicago I Woodlawn and 59th l The Women's Coalition is the
on Monday. Oct. 15. from 1:30 - first attempt to unite all women
.5:00 PM. Representatives from on campus--students. civil
over sixty law schools are service. teaching faculty,, · and
scheduled to be there to answer administrative and professional
your specific questions about . faculty .
their institutions. A prior reading of the individual · institution's Come and hear about the work
catalogue would make your time that has been going on and bring
your ideas and concerns to this
there even more useful.
For further _information. see meeting.
Dr. Charles Pastors. 2-068. preIf you have any questions. ,just
law Advisor.
call Paula Wolf ext. -t21.

ETC.
ETC.ETC.

The Department of Music will
be presenting a second faculty
recital on Thursday. October 11
at 1: 00 in the Recital Hall
iA-1311. John Mavreas will
perform pieces for guitar by
Frescobaldi and the Spanish
composer Gaspar Sanz. Baritone
Ronald Combs. mezzo-soprano
Maureen Sauer and pianist Allen
Anderson will _perform a vocal
duet by Franz Schubert asa well
as solo works for voice. The program will conclude with the
Vivaldi Concerto in F for oboe
The Office of Women 's
played by Donald Mason and
. Services. aid sponsoring a
William Schutt . piano . For
facilitated group for Lesbians at
further information call ext. 443.
UNI.
The group will provide support. consciousness raising. and
personal growth therapy. MeetCCAB Special Events will hold
the Talent Show Rehearsals in ings will begin on Oct . 17th,
For further information call
the Auditorium. Talent Show
Auditions will also be continued Judi at 486-7997 or at 6104784 or
at this time. More information contact womans services in rm .
·
-can be obtained by calling 8114 ex. 376.
Frank Battaglia at ext. 506 or
507.
A ceramics work shop for
children in association with.
The CCAB BOX OFFICE may Mini-U will begin Sat. Oct. 13th.
Taught by studio potter Lisa
still have free tickets for the intriguing movie : NETWORK.
Harris. the class will cover a
Make use of your Activity Fee'
wide range of handbuilding projects. Enroll your child now thru
Tickets for the CCAB~ Special
Events: Gentlemen of Leis_u re. the office of Continuing Educawill be available to UNI students tion Rm .. C-330 or call 583-4050
1FREEl.
Ex. 392.

0

\

FOR
SALE FOR SALE
Northeastern lJltrium College
Mens Ring. Style P300XX. w-25
pt. stimulated diamond. perfect
cond .. current price $84.95. will
sell $60. 728-7458. after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE
1975 Vega Hatchback . auto. a-c.
Am-Fm stereo. radials. VG gas
mileage. garage kept. no rust.
VGC. $2000. 728-7458. after 6 p.m.
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Title IX Headaches ·c ontinue

ltESEAltCH FAFEltS
10,250 on File -All Academic Subjects

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-page mail order catalog .
another $1.l million. Ultimate(Continued from page 1 2)
commendation to the U.S. Dept. ly. Kansas would have to
of Health. Education & Welfare eliminate some programs.
(HEW l. which has ultimate "We ·11 end up with just ,two male
responsibility for molding final sports -- football and basketball
guidelines for implementing Ti- -- to pay for women ·s sports ...
tle IX. HEW had asked the Civil echoes Oklahoma·s Walker.
Many male athletic directors
Rights Commission for its
thoughts on how best to dot it. A thus favor an alternative apprior commission report had re- proach that would mandate
commended a more moderate. equal spending for all sports exgradual approach to bringing cept football and basketball.
women's sports up to male fund- Under those circumstances.
Marcum estimates that Kansas·
ing levels.
The recent. more aggressive costs of implementing Title IX
commission policy interpreta- would decrease to a more
tion will be considered at HEW. manageable $400.000.
The Big Ten's Henry uses Ohio
and. if adopted. will probably
end up in court before it is ac- State as an example of how the
tually implemented. It has wor- . exemption would work. Ohio
ried some in the men's sports State. he says. spends about $1
_million per year to stage a footestablishment nonetheless.
Most object to solving the pro- ball program that turns a profit
blem through per capita equal of $7.5 million.
That profit. in turn. "supports
spending as simply impractical.
It costs a lot of money that col- every other sports program at
Ohio State. except basketball.
leges say they don't have.
· ··Nobody's against equal op- which pays for itself ... He says
portunity for women ... says Dr. that's 12 women's and 18 men·s
\
Otarles Henry. assistant Rig teams .
Ten commissioner. "What e1 ~r.. All we· re asking... Henry
ybody's against is what just a
flat out command would do to
says. "is that we protect that $1
most (sports> programs. I don't million investment · that makes
think much ·of the recommenda- all the other programs possible.
tion that equal per capita spend- and let's split the $7.5 million on
ing is the best way to handle all the other sports on a proporwomen ·s sports of Title IX ...
tional basis ...
Henry and others are most
He's confident. moreover. that
frightened about equal per HEW will ultimately adopt such
capita spending would do to foot- a plan. at least for big unball and basketball. the two in- iversities.
" Even the most
tercollegiate sports that not only violent libbers aren't talking
pay for themselves. but for other about places like the Big Ten··
programs as well.
· when they mention equal per
The problem is illustrated by capita expenditures. Big Ten
Marcum. who says he'd have to schools. he claims. are already
divide the $3 million Kansas an- making enough progress toward
nually spends on men·s sports equal opportunity.
by the number of men on the
Big Ten schools spend from
school's 20-some men's teams.
$400.000 to $1.4 million per year
He'd take that average per on women's athletics per year.
capita expenditure and apply it
Henry's optimism stems from
to each female athlete. even a July. 1978 meeting between
though female athletes don ·t HEW and "a cross section of
compete in expensive sports like people from some of the bigger
football. It costs Marcum about programs... There were people
from both men's ·and women's
$9000 to train and equip a football player. versus an average athletics departments. most of
which were somewhat profitaof about $1400 to field athletes in
other sports.
ble. and they got "a good recepOn that basis. Marcum says
tion.. for the modified exempTitle IX would cost him $1.1
tions plan.
million to implement.
Among those present. accordHe says that Kansas. which ing to Henry. were
representatives of Southern
now has a $480.000 women's
sports . programs: _doesn't have California. Ohio State. Memphis

State. Princeton. Texas A&M. Illinois. and Virginia. Henry
estimates there are about 80
such programs which are supported by thei_r football revenues .
Helen Loukas. project director
for the U.S. Civil Rights Commission . puts the number at "a
handful.. . Most football programs. she says. lose money or
just barely break even.
Jane Habiger. public relations
director for the Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women <AIAWl . puts the
number at about 30. "But even if
it is 80. .. she says for argument's sake. "that's a very
small number. Equal per capita
spending is the only fair way ...
She maintains the AJA W
"wouldn't favor anything where
there·d be any exemptions ...
Congress. too. is .on record as
opposing at least the kind .of
gross exemptions for football
and basketball proposed by ,Sen.
John Tower <R-TXl in 1975.
But such controversy seems
unnecessary to Dr. Donna Lopiano. women's athletic director
at Texas. " I don't think you'll
find three athletic directors
across the nation who have read
the regulations themselves. I
think they are misinformed.
There is a real fear. a real defensiveness that is unfounded if
you put a lead pencil to the regulations ... she told the Daily
Texan.
But all seem to agree that.
when the guidelines are made
final. it won't be schools like
Texas that will - be pinched
hardest.
.. If I were you... Henry
counsels . "I'd worry about
places where student fees make
up about 60 percent of the sports
budget. That's where it's really
going to hurt. They'll either
have to raise student fees way
high. or give up sports.··
Lopiano also worries about
biggers schools that have been
withholding women's programs
until the guidelines were set. To
Lopiano. that includes most universities. "The problem is -- except for about ten schools that
have made a real effort -- the
impact is going to .be horrendous. They're going to have to
come up with big money fast.
and that·s sad.

Career Services Office
(Continued from page 4)
recruitment carried on by a
number of companies. At any
given time. the typoe of candidate in shortest supply in the
job market is apt to be most actively recruited on campus but
there are always recruitments
for graduates who are not
necessarily engineers or computer scientists. It is to the
senior's advantage to keep
checking the list of companies
coming on campus. Students will
find drawers of company
literature in the office- along
with directories of employers by
employment field and area.
The office compiles a weekly
vacancy list of all full time jobs
received or sought out by the office for the week. To give the
graduate a broader choice. the
office also exchanges lists with
other sources and subscribes to
various sources with vacancy
listings. Since it takes time to

periodically check all the
various job source binders. the
searching student should give
himself plenty of time to study
the possibilities.
Teacher education candidates
get to know all about the office
services through special student
teaching seminars. During the
current trimenster. they are being held the first and second
week of October. Teachers learn
how to develop effective placement credentials and how to update them througl)out their professional careers. Special job
lists for teaching vacancies are
also located in B-ll7. Students
planning teaching careers
should know that no general
statement about supply and demand can be made presently.
There are areas of serious
teacher shortages such as in
mathematics and the hard
sciences . The demand for

.ACADEMIC RESEARCH
P.O .. BOX 24873
.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024 ,. .
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X-Countr.y Team

Ffnishes LOst
respectively . Hoekstra·s winning
time was 21 :02. Kreygler·s
second-place time was 21 :07.
The second position was
Trinit~· with a total of 52 points:
third. Judson with 83 points.
UNI finisheµ with total points
of 181 . The first runner. Steve
Butler. finished twenty-eighth
1of forty-six 1. with a time of
24 : 16. three minutes and fourteen seconds behind the ..first
man . Hoekstra from IIT. Next
was Wozniak in the thirtx-second
place and with time of 25:04.
UNI also had the distinction of
having four out of the last six
It is with this sense of purpose runners to finish. with UNI's
that thev managed to huff and Schwider capturing the honor
puff thei·r way to their third con- for finishing last with a time of
secutive last-place finished in 33 :05: twelve minutes and three
three tries last Saturday morn- seconds behind the first-place
ing in the Ray Schellong four- finisher.
mile invitational meet held at
Though coach Larry Bernstein
the Lake-front at Foster.
insisted the team will improve.
Seventeams competed : IIT. he predicted that the team will
Aurora. Trinity. Judson. Con- finish last in the conference.
cordia. Rockford and UNI.
There are four teams in the
The meet was won by IIT who conference. IIT. Lewis. St. Exfinished with total points of 34. abiar and UNI. At present IIT
The first five runners finishing leads . followed by Lewis. St. Exfor the . winner are: Hoekstra. . abiar with UNI comfortably
Kreygler. Venzon. Bigger and tucked in at the rear.
Eng. finishing first. second.
The next meet will be held at
fifth . twelfth and fourteenth Aurora on Saturday. October 6.
BY Randolph Parks

There is a popular saying in
the world of sport that goes.
"you can't win them all. you win
some and you lose some ... Most
people seem to agree that this is
a x i o m a t i c . H o w e \' e r .
Northeastern ·s cross-count r~·
team seems 'bent on shattering
thjs seemingly truism · i'nto the
dust o( cliche.
.
'. .
' These individuals. who pro0
bably consider themselves
iconoclasts. · think the saying
should be thus: "you win none.
and you lose all ... ··

Eagles Hang On
(Continued from page 12)
run by the fullback that pulled
the Muskies within one. But Art
Thompson got his hand on the
kick and the Eagles retained the
lead at 21-20.
The Eagles and their fans got
a final scare when Lakeland
lined up for a 28 yard field goal
with four seconds remaining.
But the kick fell short and the·

Special Education teachers continues strong because of the impact 'of PL 94-142.
English /language arts teachers
are in short supply but there are
(Continued from page 9)
other areas where the supply is
bidding
laws for his recent
still greater than the demand .
However. even in such areas. a 40-per cent gross loss on
person willing to be mobile can ' "Superman... Perry says that
because he could not bid. he
locate teaching employment.
opened his showing of the film
I have not even touched on on .Jan. 26. while competitors in
employment in the public sector nearby border towns in Texas
beyond mentioning Information and Mississippi. had already
Day but this topic along with screened the movie since Dec.
folders with information on 15.
In Ohio. the Motion Picture
careers by field. the College
Placement Annual. a broad Association has filed a suit in
variety of test information. federal court challenging the
directories. • how-to-books and constitutionality of blind bidding
much much more are to be laws . The suit charges that the
found in B-117 and D-024 along laws interfere with free speech .
with helpful staff and student ad- by delaying the release of films .
It contends. too. that the laws afvisors. A student is simply not
getting his /her money 's worth if fect interstate commerce and
he she fails to utilize this w ealth are unconstitutional in their pr~emption of the copyright act and
or career resources .

Eagles had the win.
After the game Coach Bill
Bergman said. "The defense
won this game. I can't praise
them enough. Last year's team
would have lost this one ...
The E,agles play again tomorrow against Concordia. This Illini-Badger Conference game
will be held at Loyola Academ~·
Kickoff is 1:30.

Blind Bidding
the federal Sherman and
Clayton Antitrust Acts.
Al ready . 15 states have
enacted legislation against blind
bidding. and in 19 other states
bills to ban the practice have
been introduced.
Ohio. which takes in 5 per cent
of the nation's box office receipts. is the most populous
state yet to ban the blind bidding
practice . New York. Pennsy I van ia. New Jerse~·Massachusetts and Michigan are
currently debating the issue in
their legislatures. Texas and Illinois have voted against enacting the laws. But the National
Association of Theater Owners ·
sa_vs that in 1980 the legislatifln
will be introduced in the rest of
the st a tes .
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Win 1st Game
Eagles kick past Muskies 21-20
The .
•
m1r
BEARS HAVE
WRONG ANSWER
··Bears to Start Avillini on
Sunda y· · . That ·s what the
headline read in Wednesday·s
TRIBUNE .
The Bears are clutching at
stra ws . Poor quarterbacking is
not the reason that the Bears
a re losing : it is poor coaching.
The Bear's offensive strategy
against Tampa Bay looked like
it was from a grammer school
te<c1m . The only time the Bears
would pass was when they were
in trouble . And when they
passed it was always a straight
dropbac_k .
Vince E vans is the answer for
the future of the Bears. But let's
not waste his talents by making
him - only dropback when passing. Let him roll out. That ·s
when he is most effective.
When Evan·s rools out he
forces the outside linebacker to
commit himself. If he comes up
then Evans can dump the ball to
his tight end on an .. out .. pattern . If the linebacker fails to
commit then Evans can run with
the ball.
I can see Sunday's game with
Buffalo now. Its first and 10 and
the Bears will run Payton right.
Then they will run Payton left.
Then it will either be Payton on
a draw or the Bear·s will throw.
They are better off with the
draw. because Avillini can·t
throw .
He can·t drop back either. He
is the slowest quarterback in the

NFL. Some answer huh?
Give Evans a chance. The
man is exciting. The Bears offense operates better with him
at the helm .
The REAL answer is that the
Bea rs should fire offensive
coach Ken Meyer. Why the
Bears hired him I'll never figure
out ?
Meyer used to be the head
coach of the San Francisco
49ers. While he was there his offense was the most unproductive
in years . So they fire Meyers.
And in the tradition of Chicago
teams. they hire a has-been
from another team.
No. benching Evans in fm·or
of Avellini is not the answer.
Dumping Meyers and getting an
offensive co-ordinator is.
THE GOLDEN QUAIL
AWARD IS SPLIT BETWEEN
Tim Anderson. Lenney
Robaczewski and Art Thompson.
My Picks :
Last week I was 7-7 to bring
my season total to 45-25. This
week : If the Bears play Evans
they 'll win if not Buf. by 5. N.E.
by 6 over Det.. At!. by 3 over
G.B.. Cincy by 2 over K.C ..
Philly by 3 over Wash .. Pitt. by
w over Clev .. Giants by 3 over
T.B.. Dal. by 14 over Minn .. L.A
by 3 over N.O.. Jets 2 over Bait..
Hou . by 5 over St. L.. S.D. by 6
over Den .. Sea. by 17 over S.F ..
Mia . by 7 over Oak.

Art Thompson makes a tackle.

By Dick Quagliano
score and twice they failed .
On third down the Muskies
Art Thompson blocked an extra point to preserve a 21-20 vic- had no time-outs remaining.
tory over Lakeland last Satur- Their ·quarterback was trapped
day. The win was the first for and began lo run. He was
tackled on the 12 and the clock
the Golden Eagles this season.
Lack of killer instinct almost should have run out. But the
caused the Eagles to lose their · Muskies were called for clipping
fourth game. The Eagles had and this stopped the clock with 5
Lakeland in their half of the seconds left.
On what should have been the
field the entire first quarter but
last
play of the half. Lakeland
failed to capitalize on many
tried a pass into the end zone. It
scoring chances.
was knocked down by Ed
In the second quarter the Miklasz and Thompson. But the
Muskies mounted a drive down Eagles were detected for too r
to the Eagle's 25. On second and many men on the field. The
eight the Lakeland quarterback Muskies were given another
dropped back to pass. His throw chance.
This time the Muskies conwas deflected and fell into arms
of 6'3" 2251b Lenney \-ert ed it . With . Miklasz all
Robaczewski . The left tackle over the Lakeland receiver. he
lumbered 76 yards for the still managed to catch it for the
touchdown. Pat Shine·s kick Lying score.
The Eagles did not let a last
made it 7-0 Eagles.
That's the way the score second score give Lakeland the
should have stood at the half. momentum needed for an upset.
But things aren't always what On the third play of the second
half. Eagle quarterback Charlie
they should be.
The Eagle 's had a pass in- Bliss hit Bob Gloppe on a "fly ..
tercepted on their own 15 with pattern and the Eagles were
less than a minute to go in the back on top 14-7. The scoring
half. Lakeland tried twice to play covered 51 yards .

The Eagles went up 21-7 when
Ray Meinsen returned a punt 55
yards for a touchdown.
Lakeland was bottled up deep
in their half of the field . The
Eagles faked a ten man rush
and set up a return. Meinsen
made a quick cut after catching
the ball. and then reversed his
field. picked up some blockers.
and the Eagles led 21-7.
Late in the third quarter it appeared that the Eagles would
blow the game wide open.
Cornerback Phil Chase intercepted a Muskie pass and returned it 8 yards lo the Lakeland
19.
From their Bliss hit tight end
Keith Kelly and the Eagles had
the b.all on Lakeland's 6. But
Bliss threw a key interception in
the flat and the ball was returned 94 yards for a touchdown.
The kick was partially deflected.
but still managed to go over: the
crossbar to make it 21-14.
Lakeland scored Y 1 ith 6
minutes to go following a
blocked punt. It was a 15 yard
(Continued on page 11)

Governme_nt report re-ignites
the Women's sports debate
Lenney Robaczewski

Tim Anderson

, CPS l-- .. This could kill intercollegiate athletics as we
know it today. if it were truly
enforced ... warned J . Neils
Thompson. immediate past president of the National Intercollegiate Athletics Association (NCAA).
Thompson's just one of a
chorus of people who in recent
days have made alarming predictions for the future of men's
college sports. University of
Kansas athletic director Bob
Marcum. for one. foresees a day
when he'll have to discontinue a

number of aports programs.
Oklahoma athletic director
Wade Walker worries he'll soon
be left with only two men's programs -- football and basketball
- at his university.
The predictions. not coincidentally. came on the heels of a
U.S. Civil Rights Commission
recommendation for how to implement Title IX of the Higher
Education Amendments of 1972.
Title IX. of course. prohibits
sex discrimination by institutions receiving federal funds .
Finding ways to provide for

equal athletic opportunities for
women. however. has been a sixyear struggle.
Al its September 14 press conference in Houston. the Civil
Rights Commission suggested
the best way to provide equal
athletic opportW1ity is to mandate equal per capita spending
on men and women by athletic
departmenJs.
:.We're in a heap of trouble ...
gasped Texas A&M athletic
director Marvin Tate.
But the report was just a re(Continued on page 15)

